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Random space facts generator

You probably already know about Lorem Ipsum or maybe tools like Random Text Generator, but what might end up happening is - despite the nature of the text - people still focus on the text and try to read it. When situations like this happen, the use of completely random or nonsense text can come in handy. When
Lorem Ipsum isn't Enough Wikipedia defines Lorum Ipsum's common use as: In publishing and graphic design, lorem ipsum is the placeholder text (filler text) commonly used to demonstrate the graphics elements of a document or visual presentation, such as font, typography, and layout, by removing the distraction of
meaningful content. This works in many cases, but sometimes you will have those that focus on the text (hello, the text is in Latin) and try to read it because the text after all is pronounced. Using random word generators can give the same results (hey, that text doesn't make any sense). Obviously, this defeats the whole
point of filler text. So for cases like this, it may be useful to use completely random text to the point where there are only characters in paragraph form. A glance at the text, and it is immediately obvious that the content is just a placeholder. Random Text Generator Tool The Random Text Generator tool is a slightly
modified version of a batch script of the same name (both are available for download using the links at the bottom of the article) that have been converted into an EXE file for easy expected/typical use. Default options are: Text that is 3 paragraphs between 5 and 8 sentences long sentences between 6 and 10 word long
words between 3 and 10 characters long Then by simply running RandomText.exe the file will open the output in Notepad and resemble much like the following: To override these settings, you must run the tool from the command line and specify the correct switches. Help information (available by running RandomText
/? from the command line) displays the following information: For example, the following produces 10 random sentences using the default sentence and word length: RandomText /T 10 /P 1 1 1 This command produces a single paragraph with 20 sentences between 15 and 20 words long where a word is between 3 and 5
characters: RandomText /T 1 /P 20 20 /S 15 20 /W 3 5 Conclusion While a tool like this may seem a little absurd, it definitely may have its place. Of course, its use is not limited to just placeholder text generation as pretty much anywhere you need to use junk text, this tool can be of value. Download Links Random Text
Generator - modified executable format Random Text Generator - source batch files (more command-line oriented) Did you know that you can owe credit card security to a wall of lava lamps? The atmospheric noise may have been the reason you won your last raffle price? Or that radioactive decay can protect your
identity? Here are some of the weirdest and craziest methods that random number generators use to stay unpredictable. If you want to generate a random number to play a game or decide who will take out groceries this week, you can use a proven method such as rolling dice or flipping a coin. But if you want to protect
people's privacy and security on the internet, you need a much stronger way to pick random numbers. For cryptography to be strong enough to deter thieves and hackers, it must be unpredictable. And computers are very bad at unpredictability. In fact, they are programmed to be as reliable as possible, so every time the
computer runs an application, it works the same way. While a computer can generate a random number, it must be instructed on how to do it. And anyone who knows these instructions can predict the numbers the program will come up with. To be sure, true random number generators (TRNGs) must use an
unpredictable element, something that a hacker cannot guess, even if they know the program's code. To do this, TRNG usually takes something from the real world, to seed the random numbers that the computer picks. Here are some of the strangest real seeds that random number generators use to foil hackers: How a
wall of lava lamps secured the Internet. Photo (c) emac Images/Getty Images Cloudflare is a company that according to their website operates nearly 10% of all Internet requests for more than 2.8 billion people worldwide. Among other things, they protect websites from DDOS attacks and other hacks. So needless to say,
their encryption must be impeccable. They need to sos their encryption programs with a really random, unhackable number - but how? For a long time Cloudflare used, believe it or not, a wall of lava lamps called LavaRand to sod their random number generator. LavaRand sounds crazy, but it worked well. A camera
aimed at LavaRand took a video feed of the highly unpredictable flow of lava and fed it into cryptographically secure pseudorandom number generators. The result was even more unpredictable than the random number generator in the Linux operating system. This provided an extra layer of security to the over
10,000,000 apps and APIs that Cloudflare protects. Lightning power random number Generator on Random.org. Photo (c) Beau Van Der Graaf/EyeEm/Getty Images One of the easiest to use and most reliable sources of true random numbers is Random.org. Their random number generators, which are used for lottery
and lottery drawings, online games, and much more, are powered by - thunderstorms. Random.org use radios tuned between stations to pick up differences in atmospheric noise, which are mostly affected by thunderstorms and lightning strikes. Every day around the world there are about 3 billion lightning strikes, so
there is plenty of variety. Random.org measures atmospheric noise in different locations around the world with a high degree of accuracy, making it very to predict. In fact, you need to be able to monitor every particle in the Earth's atmosphere to do so. The level of accuracy is important because higher accuracy is harder
to guess or predict. For example, it is quite easy to guess that the temperature of a sunny day is in the 80s. It's much harder to guess it's 82.17 degrees. If you measure with a high degree of accuracy and then only use decimals, your random number generator is virtually impossible to predict. If you want to know if you
can trust the results, Random.org have a statistical analysis of whether atmospheric noise really acts as a random number generator. Mouse and keyboard gestures Power random number generators. Photo (c) Tom Eversley/EyeEm/Getty Images The Linux operating system powers computers, servers, appliances and
even the International Space Station. It must have a reliable random number generator available for various purposes. It achieves this goal by tracking its users - or at least their movements. The Linux kernel has a huge selection of random numbers to subtract. As random numbers are requested, it fills up the number
range by tracking mouse gestures and keyboard inputs from its users with a high degree of accuracy, as described above. So if you use Linux to generate random numbers, you can actually be the seed. If you want to see this random number generator in action, try it out on this Mouse Pointer Random Number
Generator. If you want, you can test it by checking if each digit appears about as often as the others. Radioactive decay is one of the most reliable random number generators. Image (c) theasis/Getty Images Most of these ways to so random number generators are impossible to predict, but still deterministic - meaning
they are predictable, in theory. We don't currently have the computing power to track every particle in earth's atmosphere, but if we did, we could crack Random.org's atmospheric noise patterns. But the HotBits service at Fourmilab in Switzerland uses a truly random source of seeds: radioactive decay. Radioactive
particles shoot off electrons at an unpredictable rate. Really unpredictable. It's not just that we don't have ready to estimate when the next particle will be released, it's that the decay is randomly down to the core. Even given the complete knowledge of the laws of physics as well as the original conditions of the atom, you



can only at best come up with a probability of when the next electron will be released, according to an article on American Scientist. Random number generators like HotBits use a Geiger counter to measure when the electrons are released to come up with really random numbers. Lasers are another form of really
random number generation. Image (c) Mathias Joschika/EyeEm/Getty Images Lasers are another way to generate truly random numbers, with the added benefit that you can use them without needing expensive and dangerous Material. Lasers have the added advantage of giving random numbers very quickly. For
example, scientists developed a chip that tracks the protons that lasers randomly emit. The speed at which a laser emits protons is as random as the speed at which radioactivity emits electrons. The chip then turns the results into electrical voltage that can be measured and converted into random numbers. Random
number generators are essential to the way our internet is going, the way prizes are awarded in giveaways, the way we protect our identities and our financial information. By using innovative, unexpected and even crazy methods to ensure that the numbers are truly random, we keep all these important activities going as
they should. Should.
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